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Abstract: Top coating are usually moulded, painted or sprayed onto the wind blade Leading-Edge
surface to prevent rain erosion due to transverse repeated droplet impacts. Wear fatigue failure
analysis based on Springer model has been widely referenced and validated to quantitatively predict
damage initiation. The model requires liquid, coating and substrate speed of sound measurements
as constant input parameters to define analytically the shockwave progression due to their relative
vibro-acoustic properties. The modelling assumes a pure elastic material behavior during the impact
event. Recent coating technologies applied to prevent erosion are based on viscoelastic materials
and develop high-rate transient pressure build-up and a subsequent relaxation in a range of strain
rates. In order to analyze the erosion performance by using Springer model, appropriate impedance
characterization for such viscoelastic materials is then required and represents the main objective
of this work to avoid lack of accuracy. In the first part of this research, it is proposed a modelling
methodology that allows one to evaluate the frequency dependent strain-stress behavior of the
multilayer coating system under single droplet impingement. The computational tool ponders the
operational conditions (impact velocity, droplet size, layer thickness, etc.) with the appropriate
variable working frequency range for the speed of sound measurements. The second part of
this research defines in a complementary paper, the ultrasonic testing characterization of different
viscoelastic coatings and the methodology validation. The modelling framework is then used to
identify suitable coating and substrate combinations due to their acoustic matching optimization and
to analyze the anti-erosion performance of the coating protection system.

Keywords: droplet impact modelling; impedance analysis; rain erosion; ultrasound measurements;
viscoelastic modelling; wind turbine blades

1. Introduction

Rain erosion damage, caused by repeated droplet impact on wind turbine blades, is a major cause
for concern, even more so at offshore locations with larger blades and higher tip speeds, see Figure 1.
In most cases, since the surface protection plays a decisive role in the blade manufacture and overall
performance, it has been identified as an area where a solution may be obtained. There are various
protection solutions used by industry that can reduce the effect of erosion and increase the turbine
expected lifetime. Four main surface protection technologies may be considered: In-mould coatings
(Gel coating) applied during moulding on the entire blade surface but not specifically on the Leading
Edge location where the protection is crucial; post-mould coatings specifically developed for Leading
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Edge Protection (LEP) and considering a multilayer system with optional configurations based on
top-coatings, filler and primer materials, depending on blade manufacturing and operational settings;
tapes based on post-mould applications circumventing the issues related with liquid-based materials;
shells that as tapes are manufactured in controlled conditions and applied in pre-cast solid modules
over the Leading Edge surface. In order to analyze and evaluate the relative positive facts and faults of
a given protection system, we will consider the common issues related with rain erosion failure for any
of these technologies.
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Figure 1. Examples of leading edge erosion across a range of years in service, from [1]. 
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post-mould coating-based LEP system is shown where the blade manufacturer includes a putty layer 
between the composite laminate and the coating, see Figure 2. It also can be included a primer layer 
under the coating and over the filler to improve adhesion mainly to avoid layer debonding and 
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application multilayer system. 

In the top coating material system, two main different types of erosion failure are mainly observed 
(see Figure 3) in used Rain Erosion Testing coupons: pits and cracks that progress with mass loss caused 
by direct impact and stress on surface and delamination indirectly caused by the interface stresses [1,2]. 

 

Figure 1. Examples of leading edge erosion across a range of years in service, from [1].

Industrial processes state that LEP systems can be outlined as a multi-layered system with varying
layer thickness and material configurations. A particular case, used here to sketch the problem, with
a post-mould coating-based LEP system is shown where the blade manufacturer includes a putty
layer between the composite laminate and the coating, see Figure 2. It also can be included a primer
layer under the coating and over the filler to improve adhesion mainly to avoid layer debonding and
circumvent application related defects.
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Figure 2. Leading Edge Protection (LEP) system configuration on the blade surface as a post-mould
application multilayer system.

In the top coating material system, two main different types of erosion failure are mainly observed
(see Figure 3) in used Rain Erosion Testing coupons: pits and cracks that progress with mass loss
caused by direct impact and stress on surface and delamination indirectly caused by the interface
stresses [1,2].

The analysis of erosion caused by rain droplets is considered, as first approach, a single impact
event as it is shown in Figure 4. The damage is in fact a 3D dynamic consequence resulting in the
propagation of shock waves [3,4]. The droplet numerical modelling has been broadly studied by
different authors [5–8]. As the water droplet impinges on the surface, a longitudinal compressional
normal stress wave front in the top surface material further advances towards the coating-substrate
interface, where a portion of the stress wave is reflected back into the coating with a different amplitude
(depending on the relative material acoustic impedance) and yields a transverse shear wave. The
remaining part is transmitted to the substrate. The impact gives rise to a third wave due to the water
droplet deformation itself, called the Rayleigh wave, which is confined to the surface of the top coating.
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Depending on the relative acoustic properties through the liquid-coating-substrate, the propagation of
the stresses and, consequently, the erosion lifetime can be optimized.
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behavior under impingement and (b) Liquid droplet-solid surface impact interaction depicted from
numerical simulation developed by the authors.

The analysis (or design) of Leading-Edge Protection systems depends on the material properties
in the configuration and the operational load to which it is designed during its realistic life, that is, it
must be able to withstand accelerated loads and also fatigue field regimes [6,9]. To make a selection or
design of a specific coating protection system, appropriate modelling requires to be defined [10–12].
Numerical or analytical models can be constructed with their own capabilities and limitations, [13–15].

Springer analytical model [13] has been widely referenced and industry validated [15]. The
model quantitatively predicts the erosion lifetime of coated materials under the previously untested
conditions. The model is limited to erosion failures such as progressive failure mode or coating wear.
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To use the Springer model, material test data is needed to derive the erosion performance properties of
a selected system. The formulation examines the impact of a liquid droplet treating the problem only
as a pure elastic 1D tensile-compression event. This simplification is applicable since shear stresses and
shear material characterization directly related with other important damage mechanisms as peeling,
debonding, delamination or crack evolution are out of the wear fatigue analysis case involved.

Wear fatigue failure analysis based on Springer model requires coating and substrate speed of
sound measurements as input material parameters. The model does not account for a very high-rate
transient pressure build-up and the viscoelastic effects are frequency dependent for the materials
involved [16–18]. The main objective of this research is to fully apply the Springer model but
considering the effect of the viscoelastic stress-strain development during the impact event in the
LEP multilayer system by means of the appropriate frequency range definition for the coating layer
impedance characterization.

In this work, as the first part of the research, it is proposed a modelling methodology that allows
one to evaluate the single droplet impingement taking into consideration the highly transient material
behavior during waterdrop collisions. The computational tool ponders with different application cases
the operational conditions (impact velocity, droplet size, layer thickness, etc.) with the variable working
frequency range that the material develops. We will introduce in this work a complementary numerical
modelling tool (developed in openmodellica [19]) including suitable material models that allow us to
observe the viscoelastic behavior (with consideration for high transient strain rate deformation, and
variable stiffness and damping with frequency) and not as a pure elastic event. The complete analysis
is used then to define the frequency range for the corresponding impedance measurements with
Ultrasonic testing. The paper is organized considering first a review of the aforementioned Springer
erosion lifetime prediction modelling, then the state of the art is completed for taking into account the
viscoelastic effects of the stress-strain development under single droplet impingement for elastomeric
materials. In last sections, different modelling analysis cases are discussed to ponder the effect of the
operational and material configurations on the frequency range definition for appropriate material
properties testing.

The coating characterization is developed in a second part of the research in a complementary
reference [20] for different viscoelastic coatings and the methodology validated for the input material
data definition of the erosion lifetime modelling based on Springer.

In this research the model is used then to carry out studies as a computational framework that
allows a parametric analysis to examine the impact of the selected coating impedance variation on
the erosion performance. This provides also a guidance in the selection and modulation of coating
properties and to identify suitable coating and substrate combinations due to their acoustic matching
optimization. At this point, the proposed modelling methodology should reduce the scope of Rain
Erosion Testing [21,22] to verify and evaluate the rain erosion resistance of coating systems.

2. Wear Erosion Lifetime Prediction Modelling from Fundamental Material Properties. A Review
of Springer Model

In this section a review of the Springer model is exposed in order to be used in the next sections
for wear erosion lifetime analysis depending on the material impedance measurements as input
modelling data.

The progression of erosion can be experimentally measured with applicable Rain Erosion Testing.
One method is in terms of the average erosion depth versus time or mass loss versus time (directly
related to the number of impacts, see Figure 5). There is initially an incubation period in which damage
progresses without perceptible change in the material weight loss. After a sufficient amount of fatigue
degradation has accumulated, the material tends to lose mass with a constant erosion rate. This marks
the end of the incubation period and a steady mass loss period begins, where the weight loss varies
nearly linearly with time.
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Figure 5. (a) Evolution of weight loss on experimental rain erosion testing coupons and lifetime
prediction model defining the incubation period and mass removal rate (b) Springer Model based
Fatigue life N approximation related with the material ultimate strength σu, the parameter “erosion
strength”, σe and the parameter b that includes the fatigue knee at the endurance limit σI. Adapted
from: [13].

Springer analytical model [13] quantitatively predicts the erosion of coated materials under the
previously untested conditions. The erosion evolution can be approximated by two straight lines as
depicted in Figure 5 with

m = 0 0 < nic
m = αc(n− nic) nic < n < n f c

(1)

where the mass loss m produced by a given number of droplets impacts n, can be estimated once the
incubation time of the coating nic and the slope of the erosion rate on the coating αc are identified.

In order to establish these parameters, the stress history of the coating and the substrate is assessed
analytically. It is affected by the shockwave progression due to the vibro-acoustic properties of each
layer, and by the frequency of the repeated water droplet impacts (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Stress wave pattern in the coating and in the substrate for the time intervals related with
coating thickness hc and its wave speed Cc. (a) Stress wave contact at interface; (b) Stress wave
consecutive interactions.

Upon impingement on the coating, two different wave fronts travel into the liquid and coating
respectively. The wave front in the coating further advances towards the coating-substrate interface,
where a portion of the stress wave is reflected back into the coating and the remaining part is transmitted
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to the substrate. Due to this reflection a new wave is now advancing in the coating with a different
amplitude depending on the relative acoustic impedances of the coating and substrate,

ϕLc =
ZL −Zc

ZL + Zc
; ϕsc =

Zs −Zc

Zs + Zc
(2)

where Z = ρC is the impedance of the material, ρ is the density and C the elastic wave speed (the
speed of sound of the medium). ZL, ZC, and ZS are the elastic impedances of the consecutive materials
(i.e., in our problem they are the liquid (L), coating (C), and substrate (S) layers). ϕLc defines the relative
impedance parameter defined on the liquid-coating interface and ϕsc on the substrate-coating one.

This 1D formulation, see Figure 6, examines only the normal impact of a liquid droplet with
diameter d, onto a two layered structure with the first layer formed by the coating and the second
layer by the substrate (assumed semi-infinite) with thickness hs > 2d Cs

CL
, which means in fact that the

reflections from a subsequent substrate additional layers are not considered in the fatigue analysis.
The magnitude of the traveling waves propagating upwards the coating-liquid interface, and

traveling waves propagating downwards the coating-substrate interface, are expressed with the k
number of reflections as depicted in Figure 6:

σ2k
σ1

=
1+ϕsc

1−ϕscϕLc
[1− (ϕscϕLc)

k]
σ2k−1
σ1

=
σ2k
σ1
−ϕsc(ϕscϕLc)

k−1 (3)

where the Water-hammer Pressure defines the initial impact pressure σ1 = P

P =
VZL cos(θ)(ZL

Zc
+ 1

) (4)

That depends on the droplet impact speed V and its impact angle with cos(θ). The stabilized
stress at the interface coating-substrate can be approximated as

σ∞ = σ1 lim
k→∞

σ2k = σ1
1 + ϕsc

1−ϕscϕLc
= σ1

1 + ZL
Zc

1 + ZL
Zs

(5)

After a long enough period of time, the stresses at both the coating surface and the substrate
interface approaches to the constant value σ∞, which is also the stress that would occur in the substrate
after impingement in the absence of the coating layer. An example on its use within the project is
depicted on Figure 7. One can obtain an analytical value of the stress evolution on the coating during
the droplet impact. It is an alternative simplified computation to the algorithm presented in the
previous section based on a 3D numerical modelling.
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To evaluate the average stress values at the coating-liquid and coating-substrate interfaces during
the duration of the impact, it is introduced a parameter k that depends on the average number of
reflections in the coating layer

k =
1− e−γ

1−ψLcψsc
(6)

where the coating thickness hc enters its computation through the parameter γ that depends on it and
also on the droplet diameter d. It may be calculated as

γ =
2Cc

(ZL
Zs

+ 1
)
d

CL
(ZL

Zc
+ 1

)(
Zc
Zs

+ 1
)
hc

(7)

Finally, the average stress on the coating surface at x = 0 is defined with σo as

σo =
P(ψsc+1)
(1−ψLcψsc)

(
1− (1−eγ)(ψLc+1)ψsc

γ(ψsc+1)

)
σo =

VZL cos(θ)(ψsc+1)(
ZL
Zc +1

)
(1−ψLcψsc)

(
1− (1−eγ)(ψLc+1)ψsc

γ(ψsc+1)

) (8)

If the value of the relative impedance parameter of the substrate-coating interface equals zero,
ψsc = 0, so the coating material is considered the same as the substrate, and this expression reduces to
σo = σ1 = P that may be used to compute the average stress for homogeneous materials.

The average stress on the coating-substrate interface at x = h is defined then with σh as

σh =
P(ψsc+1)
(1−ψLcψsc)

(
1− (1−eγ)ψLcψsc

γ

)
σh =

VZL cos(θ)(ψsc+1)(
ZL
Zc +1

)
(1−ψLcψsc)

(
1− (1−eγ)ψLcψsc

γ

) (9)

And, as above, if the value of the relative impedance parameter of the substrate-coating interface
equals zero, ψsc = 0, so the coating material is considered the same as the substrate, this expression
reduces to σo = σh = P.

The incubation period of time neglecting mass loss prior the erosion develops at a given rate, as
depicted in Figure 5, is analyzed with fatigue concepts. It may be estimated applying Miner’s rule to
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the impingement force cycles and considering the averaged stress values with the equivalent dynamic
stress σe per unit area on the impact locations, see Figure 5c.

An approximation value for the fatigue life N is then given by a function of the equivalent dynamic
stress σe

N =
(
σuc
σe

)bc

bc =
b2c

log10

(
σuc
σIc

) (10)

where the subscript c indicates to the coating material, bc defines the fatigue slope, b2c matches to the
“knee” in the fatigue curve (that may be estimated with its endurance limit σI) and the coating ultimate
tensile strength σuc is defined for N = 1.

A parameter of the material “strength” Sc is introduced with a semi-empirical approach and
depends on the poison coefficient νc (included to consider the location of the impact force on the
radial averaged stress), and other relevant properties of both the coating material and substrate
treated previously,

Sc =
4(bc−1)σuc

(1−2νc)
[
1−(

σIc
σuc )

bc−1
] �

Sc =
4(bc−1)σuc
(1−2νc)

(11)

An important issue for fatigue analysis is how to consider the effect of the fatigue slope parameter
for the coating bc since it is difficult to obtain experimentally for typical LEP elastomeric materials.
Equation (11) may be simplified assuming that σIc < σuc and bc � 1.

It may be stated as an equivalent erosion resistance parameter for the coating Sec including the
damping effect of the coating described previously by means of the average number of reflections k
and the relative impedance parameter ψsc that acts on the interface wave reflections,

Sec =
4(bc − 1)σuc

(1− 2νc)
(
2k

∣∣∣ψsc
∣∣∣+ 1

) (12)

Fatigue life of the material is then estimated with the number of impacts during the incubation
time period as

n∗ic = a1

(Sec

σo

)a2

(13)

where a1 and a2 can be considered determined constants that may be fitted experimentally, Sec represents
the erosion strength of the material and depends on its fundamental properties defined in Equation
(12) and the averaged stress of the coating surface during the impact event defined in Equation(8).
In [1], the parameter values where defined as

n∗ic = 7× 10−6
(Sec

σo

)5,7
(14)

That may also be expressed in terms of the number impacts per site when considering the circular
projected area of the droplet with a given diameter d

nic =
8.9
d2

(Sec

σo

)5,7
(15)

where using appropriates units allow one to predict the number of impacts per m2 at which the coating
material starts to develop erosion with a given erosion rate that may also be computed from the
previous estimated parameters as

αc =
7.3310−5d3ρcσo

4

Sec4
(16)
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The equivalent analysis may be used to determine the erosion strength at interface coat-substrate
instead of surface. Accordingly, Equations (11) and (15) are written introducing the fundamental
properties of the substrate as

nih = 8.9
d2

(
Ses
σh

)5,7

Ses =
4(bs−1)σus

(1−2νs)
[
1−(

σIs
σus )

bs−1
]
(2k|ψsc|+1)

�
4(bs−1)σus

(1−2νs)(2k|ψsc|+1)
(17)

As we have previously stated from [13] in order to predict the incubation time and the mass
removal rate, the stress history in the coating and in the substrate has to be identified analytically or
numerically. It is affected by the shockwave progression due to the vibro-acoustic properties of each
layer, and by the time interval of the repeated water droplet impacts. Fatigue life of the material is
then calculated, and the model can be applied to estimate the stress at different locations through the
thickness, i.e., the coating surface or at the coating–substrate interface. Nevertheless, it is assumed that
the bond and adhesion of the boundary interface is ideally perfect, so the modelling does not account
for the microstructural imperfections and lack of adhesion of such interfaces and does not account
either for the shear stresses developed on the 3D impact event.

Considering for previous assumptions, the method has been applied successfully for wear erosion
damage in [15]. In that case, the erosion strength of the coating material defined in Equation (12) was
empirically obtained by means of the RET (Rain Erosion Testing) testing as a unique value instead of
obtaining the fundamental properties values separately.

Figure 8 shows a complete map of the liquid droplet, coating LEP and substrate (primer or filler)
material impedances as input parameters of the modelling with the related equations previously stated.
The impedance of the LEP thin coating and substrate materials need to be characterized and used as
input data in the modelling. The appropriate variable working frequency range depending on the
impact and material settings is analysed in next section and defined so the corresponding impedance
characterization with Ultrasonic testing for such measurements.
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3. Single Droplet Impact Modelling Considering Viscoelastic Material Characterization

3.1. Thin Coatings mechAnical Properties at High-Strain-Rates

The waterdrop impact introduces a very high-rate pressure transient build-up. The viscoelastic
material experiences a very rapidly increasing stress field that leads to a distortion and a subsequent
strain relaxation. The large deformation stress-strain behavior of elastomeric materials is strongly
dependent on strain rate. ISO 18872 standard [23] is defined for high strain rate testing of polymeric
materials. In [24–26] is analyzed for particular materials the deformation behavior over a wide range
in strain rates. The problem is widely studied in the literature in regards of different mechanical
properties, chemistry systems (molecular transitions and relaxations) and loading cases (considering
tensile or compression). For our droplet impact analysis and modelling, it is important to note that
the Ultimate Strength σu characterization represents an important input parameter because is directly
related with the erosion strength and is exponentially related to lifetime estimation (see Equations
(12) and (14) respectively). Its rate dependent value [26] is an important source of deviation on the
modelling accuracy. Representative engineering stress-strain plots of a polyurethane-based polymer
material under dynamic tension loading with three curves per selected strain rate level can be obtained
from [26]. Characterizing LEP materials at high strain rates is difficult, even at small amplitudes
because the regime of interest at a very high frequency is limited.

The highly transient material behavior during waterdrop collisions require to define the range
of frequency of its data set. Stiffness of a polymer is measured as a modulus, a ratio of stress to
strain at a certain stage of deformation. LEP polymers are viscoelastic materials and as a result
their mechanical and acoustical property will depend very much upon measurement frequency and
temperature, [27–31]. Viscoelastic variation in application of solid particle erosion analysis under high
speed impact conditions is reported in [18].

This material behavior can be obtained from the frequency response data from Dynamic Mechanical
Thermal Analysis (DMTA) where a sinusoidal strain is imposed on a rectangular sample as a function
of temperature, see Figure 9.
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For the dynamic experiments the modulus is complex E* and is given by E* = E′ + iE” whereby E′

describes the elastic or energy storage component of the modulus and E” the loss of energy as heat in a
cycle deformation. The modulus of a viscoelastic material is a function of time as well as temperature
which is the basis for time-temperature superposition principles which may be used to predict the
temperature-frequency behavior of a polymer.
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The Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) is the appropriate test to determine the
viscoelastic properties, however, the information provided by this technique is only valid up to a
frequency of 100 Hz, and therefore, it is not useful in the present context.

The Time-Temperature superposition principle may be required to determine
temperature-dependent mechanical properties in a broad range of frequencies. It also may
consider transforming the data from the frequency to the time domain for the computational analysis
(by performing convolution calculations and inverse Fourier transform on E′ and E” data set).

On the other hand, Dielectric Thermal Analysis (DETA) supplies information on the molecular
motion up to a frequency of 107 Hz by means of measuring the complex dielectric permittivity (ε*)
over the entire frequency range, so the regime of interest, see Figure 10. It gives complete information
for shifts in Tg transitions depending on frequency and temperature variations, but it has a lack on the
mechanical values of E′ and E” since it only gives us dielectric data. Thus, it is necessary to obtain
with additional time-temperature superposition the relevant mechanical data and converting it to the
complex Young modulus (E*). To that end, a series of mathematical models capable of performing
such interconversion may be applied [32–34].Coatings 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 27 
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properties definition.

A direct measurement of the required mechanical elastic properties in high frequency ranges
can be obtained from Ultrasonic measurements as detailed in the literature [28–30]. There is a good
correlation between the ultrasonic properties’ attenuation α and sound velocity C and the elastic
modulus properties:

E′ = ρC2 ; E′′ =
ρC3

π f
α (18)

The speed of sound is temperature and frequency dependent so are the acoustic impedance.
In next section, further analysis is developed for better understanding the effect of most important
parameters that may affect the frequency development of the stress-strain-time evolution and hence
the consideration of appropriate speed of sound measurement as input modelling data.

3.2. Stress-Strain Frequency Range Analysis during Droplet Impingement

The working frequency range definition of a given single droplet impact is a complex phenomenon
that needs appropriate 3D Stress-Strain analysis out of the scope of this work and depends on many
operational variables. In Springer model it is simplified analytically considering the impact as a
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step-like function defined by means the droplet size, the water and coating speed of sound and the
impact speed (see first section of this document). In this work, the impact velocity of the droplets
is defined for the conditions of the collision without differentiation of the rotor speed or the gravity
effects of the rain droplets. The impact pressure is then considered through Water-hammer pressure
that depends on the speed of impact and the liquid and surface impedances. The total impact duration
tL depends on the droplet diameter and the speed of sound in the liquid,

tL =
2d
CL

(19)

It can be observed in Figure 11 this step wise force pulse definition yields a Fourier Transform
decomposition with not valid frequencies due to the abrupt change on the time required to build up
and down the contact forces.Coatings 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 27 
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A first approximation of the problem would be to consider droplet with shape completely round
with diameters in the range of 1–4 mm, so the corresponding duration of impacts tL are 1.35–5.4 µs and
if We assume that the time to build up and down is at least half of the impact duration time then, 1

2 tL,
give as a relation for the frequencies of that force pulse with values of 0.18–0.74 MHz, respectively.

In order to improve understanding the stress-strain development in the LEP system, we will
introduce different modelling cases of analysis with alternative to Springer model assumptions:

• Including appropriate coating material models that allow us to observe the viscoelastic behaviour
(with consideration for high transient strain rate deformation, and variable stiffness and damping
with frequency) and not as a pure elastic event. Water droplet properties are incorporated and
assumed constant in this work, but more complex material models could also be included in the
developed modelling. Moreover, density variations for coating and water due temperature are
also circumvented and are assumed constant during the impact event.

• Springer model undertakes a two layered structure with the substrate thickness assumed
semi-infinite. We will treat the LEP system as a multilayer configuration so We will be able to
observe additional wave reflections on the interfaces that affect also the surface coating. The
algorithm considers water as an additional layer to allow stress wave reflections at liquid-coating
interface. The initial impact conditions consider the coating as a dry surface, nevertheless, the
water could also be considered as an additional thin layer from previous droplet impact but it
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is neglected in this work to avoid complex liquid-coating contact modelling following Springer
assumptions simplification.

• 1D formulation examines the impact of a liquid droplet treating the problem only as
tensile-compression event. This simplification is applicable since shear stresses and shear
material characterization are out of the scope of the fatigue analysis case involved.

The simplified model proposed that considers these assumptions, see Figure 12, has been
numerically developed in Open Modellica [19]. The algorithm that includes the material models is
outlined in Figure 13. This LEP configuration is defined for rain erosion testing performed at PolyTech
Test & Validation A/S according to DNV-GL-RP-0171 [22], see Figure 14.Coatings 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 27 
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Table 1. Initial Reference Input data used for the impact modelling of RET testing.

Material Modulus E (Pa)
/Viscosity (Pa s)

Speed of Sound C
(m/s)

Layer Thickness
/Droplet

Diameter (µm)

Impact Velocity
Specimen
Vcenter

(m/s)

Water droplet 2.19 × 109 1480.00 2000 121
Coating LEP 3.48 × 109/1.59 1733.00 500 121

Filler 4.90 × 109/3.183 1941.00 1000 121
Substrate Laminate 1.10 × 1010 2392.00 3400 121
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according to DNV-GL-RP-0171 [22] for the analysis and experimental validation.

The numerical procedure was implemented in a general LEP configuration according to Rain
Erosion Testing coupons. Simulations of the stress-strain behavior caused in the multilayer system are
computed for a given 1D discretization through the thickness position solving for a set of material
nodes that belong to a particular homogenized layer. The Equilibrium equation to be accomplished for
any two consecutive nodes in the multilayer system is given by

mi
d2xi

dt2 = Fi−1,i − Fi,i+1 (20)

where layer k defines nk nodes, node i−1 defines position xi−1 and node i position xi. The material models
implemented to state a given layer k give us distinctive stress-strain behavior that can be modelled as:

• Pure elastic model, where A is the impact area defined by the droplet size and E is the
elastic modulus

Fi−1,i = −
A·E(

x0
i − x0

i−1

) (xi − xi−1 − x0
i + x0

i−1

)
(21)

• Kelvin-Voight (KV) viscoelastic model, where η is the viscosity,

Fi−1,i = −
A·E(

x0
i − x0

i−1

) (xi − xi−1 − x0
i + x0

i−1

)
−

A·η(
x0

i − x0
i−1

) (dxi
dt
−

dxi−1

dt

)
(22)
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and considering appropriate estimation of the viscosity attenuation observed in as:

σtotal = σs + σd
εtotal = εs = εd

→ σ = Eε+ η dε
dt

E∗ = E′ + iE′′ = E′ + i2π fη → η = E′′
2π f

(23)

• Havriliak-Negami H-N viscoelastic model [32–34], where E∞ define the unrelaxed or glassy
modulus, and Eo is the relaxed rubbery modulus and τ is the relaxation time, see Figures 15 and 16.

Fi−1,i + τ
dF
dt

= −
A·E0(

x0
i − x0

i−1

) (xi − xi−1 − x0
i + x0

i−1

)
−

A·E∞(
x0

i − x0
i−1

) (dxi
dt
−

dxi−1

dt

)
(24)
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This simplified computational tool allow us to treat as parameters the material models (as pure 
elastic, Kelvin-Voight, Havriliak-Negami, etc) and their related properties (density, storage modulus, 
loss modulus, tan delta, speed of sound, thickness, etc), the operational variables (impact velocity, 
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This simplified computational tool allow us to treat as parameters the material models (as pure
elastic, Kelvin-Voight, Havriliak-Negami, etc.) and their related properties (density, storage modulus,
loss modulus, tan delta, speed of sound, thickness, etc.), the operational variables (impact velocity,
droplet diameter size, droplet density, droplet speed of sound, etc.). In order to quantify the strain
rate analysis of the single droplet impact simulation, we will evaluate different cases considering the
effect on variations in coating-substrate thickness, viscoelastic material properties, droplet size and
droplet impact velocity from a reference configuration used in RET testing (Figure 13). The input data
values for these prototype materials of Table 1 where defined initially from previous testing results
and here are used for the exposed modelling procedure in order to discuss Stress-Strain frequency
range analysis during droplet impingement.

The strain-stress evolution with time is evaluated at different locations of the LEP coating for
appropriate comparison. The specific location of the analysis through the layer thickness is defined as
variable e_x for the strain and variable s_x for the stress, where x is defined at surface x = 0, interface
x = 100, or any intermediate positions with x = 25, 50 or 75 referring all to the given % of the layer
thickness, see Figure 13.

A first result for the analysis of the reference testing LEP configuration is plotted in Figure 17.
It is observed the strain evolution with time at the surface of the coating layer e_0 comparing two
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cases: Coat_1 using a pure elastic modelling of the coating material compared with Coat_2 using a
Kelvin-Voight modelling.
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Figure 17. Strain evolution at the coating surface for the reference LEP configuration for RET coupons
with input data defined in Table 1. Material models comparison.

In addition, the spectrogram of the strain evolution with time for a given location e_x is calculated
with the Fourier transform applied in short-time periods though the duration of the impact analysis
(0–50 µs). The strain frequency decomposition during the impact event, provide us a plot of the
dominant frequency spectrum with a range of values (measured as power (dB) over Frequency (Hz)),
for each time analysis period. This procedure allows us to estimate indirectly the highly transient
strain-rate variations for the single droplet impact event.

Figures 18 and 19 show as a first simplified approximation, the effect of the inclusion of the
attenuation consequence due to the material modelling definition. The reason for such comparison is
to clarify that the material properties are frequency dependent so the input data for the modelling.
This assumption is important to consider when we define the speed of sound as a constant variable in
our analysis. A first conclusion for the developed case is that the most dominant frequencies occur
during the first stage of the impact and that Kelvin-Voight material modelling is appropriate to avoid
additional frequency noise due to the lack of attenuation when using pure elastic material models.Coatings 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 27 
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The computational analysis limits the frequency in a range of 0.5–2 MHz for this initial
set-up conditions.

3.3. Influence of Coating-Substrate Thickness Variations

In this section, the strain-stress analysis ponders first the effect of considering a variation on
the coating thickness over the reference case for the initial testing coupon of Table 1. Two cases of
study are related with variations of the given parameter multiplying its value by 1,4 for Cases 1 and 2
respectively as shown in Table 2

Table 2. Modelling input data for variation cases in Coating thickness.

Test Impact
Comparison_3
Case Analysis

Material Modulus E (Pa)
/Viscosity (Pa s)

Speed of
Sound C

(m/s)

Layer
Thickness

(µm)

Impact Velocity
Specimen
Vcenter

(m/s)

Case 1 Coating LEP 3.48 × 109/1.59 1733.00 500 121
Case 2 3.48 × 109/1.59 1733.00 4 × 500 121

Figure 20 shows the influence of the Coating thickness on the stress developed at surface (s_0) and
interface (s_100) for the Case 1 (reference LEP configuration). The peak values observed at interface
depends also on the acoustic matching with the filler. Since the material develops different stress-strain
values through its thickness, a proper layer location for comparing the strain evolution is considered to
be defined at its intermediate 50% thickness location i.e., e_50, s_50. Figures 21 and 22 for Cases 1 and
2 comparison.
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Figure 22. Spectrogram for strain evolution at the middle coating layer. Comparison for coating
thickness variation respect to the reference LEP multilayer configuration (Case 2).

It is important to observe the high values of the reflection stresses developed due to the multilayer
interfaces effect due to the low value of the substrate thickness of the reference LEP multilayer
configuration. Springer model limits this assuming that the substrate (filler) layer has to be considered
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semi-infinite, hs > 2d Cs
CL

, which means in fact that the reflections are not considered in the fatigue
analysis for computing the average stress values on surface. Other additional effect is considering very
thick coatings with hC > 2d Cc

CL
by means of shells or tapes. Cases 1–3 analyze the effect of increasing 20

times the filler thickness and 1, 10 and 20 times the coating thickness compared to the initial reference
LEP multilayer configuration of Table 1, detailed variation input data is defined on Table 3.

Table 3. Modelling input data for variation cases in semi-infinite substrates, hs > 2d Cs
CL

, in substrate

(filler) thickness and in thick coatings (shells and tapes), hC > 2d Cc
CL

.

Test Impact
Comparison_2
Case Analysis

Material Modulus E (Pa)
/Viscosity (Pa s)

Speed of
Sound C

(m/s)

Layer
Thickness

(µm)

Impact Velocity
Specimen
Vcenter

(m/s)

Case 1
Coating LEP

3.48 × 109/1.59 1733.00 500 121
Case 2 3.48 × 109/1.59 1733.00 10 × 500 121
Case 3 3.48 × 109/1.59 1733.00 20 × 500 121

Cases 1,2,3 Filler 4.90 × 109/3.183 1941.00 20 × 1000 121

It is observed in Figures 23 and 24 the lower value of stress at surface (s_0) and middle location
layer (s_50) due to the increment of coating thickness (so its damping capabilities). It is also appreciated
the delay on wave stress reflections due to the increase on the substrate-filler thickness.Coatings 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 27 
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Figure 23. Stress-Time evolution for Cases 1–3 at surface, 0% of Coating thickness, considering the
substrate filler as semi-infinite with increased thickness (shells, tapes).
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Figure 24. Stress-Time evolution for Cases 1–3 at middle coating layer, 50% thickness, considering
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Figures 25–27 show the corresponding influence on the strain frequency spectrum where the
higher strain-rate variations are developed in the periods of time closer to the impact pulse and the
wave traveling reflections.
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Figure 26. Spectrogram for strain evolution at the middle coating layer, 50% thickness, considering
substrate-filler as semi-infinite with increased thickness (shells, tapes). Case 2.
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Figure 27. Spectrogram for strain evolution at the middle coating layer, 50% thickness, considering
substrate-filler as semi-infinite with increased thickness (shells, tapes). Case 3.

3.4. Influence of Coating Viscoelastic Property Variations

In this section, the strain-stress analysis considers the influence of pondering a variation on the
coating stiffness over the reference case for the testing coupon of Table 1. Three cases of study are
related with variations of the given parameter multiplying its value by 1, 0.5 and 1.5 for Cases 1, 2, and
3, respectively as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Modelling input data for variation cases in coating modulus (stiffness) and considering
semi-infinite substrates, hs > 2d Cs

CL
.

Test Impact
Comparison_4
Case Analysis

Material Modulus E (Pa)
/Viscosity (Pa s)

Speed of
Sound C

(m/s)

Layer
Thickness

(µm)

Impact Velocity
Specimen
Vcenter

(m/s)

Case 1
Coating LEP

3.48 × 109/1.59 1733.00 500 121

Case 2 0.5 × 3.48 ×
109/1.59 1733.00 500 121

Case 3 1.5 × 3.48 ×
109/1.59 1733.00 500 121

Cases 1,2,3 Filler 4.90 × 109/3.183 1941.00 20 × 1000 121
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Figure 28 show the strain in the coating layer due to a variation on the modulus for the three
different cases. It is detected an abrupt variation in the strain-rate values and its corresponding effect
on the strain frequency spectrum, Figures 29 and 30. The dominant working strain frequency range is
increased in the periods of time closer to the impact pulse is increased from 1 MHz, to 3–7 MHz for
Cases 2 and 3.
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3.5. Influence of Droplet Size Variations

The strain-stress analysis contemplates in this part the effect of pondering a distinction on the
droplet diameter over the reference case for the testing coupon. Three cases of study are related with
variations of the given parameter multiplying its value by 1,2 and 3 for Case 1, 2, and 3, respectively as
shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Modelling input data for variation cases in droplet diameter and considering semi-infinite
substrates, hs > 2d Cs

CL
.

Test Impact
Comparison_4
Case Analysis

Material Modulus E (Pa)
/Viscosity (Pa s)

Speed of
Sound C

(m/s)

Layer
Thickness
/Droplet
Diameter

(µm)

Impact Velocity
Specimen
Vcenter

(m/s)

Case 1
Water droplet

2.19 × 109 1480.00 2000 121
Case 2 2.19× 109 1480.00 2 × 2000 121
Case 3 2.19 × 109 1480.00 3 × 2000 121

Cases 1,2,3 Filler 4.90 × 109/3.183 1941.00 20 × 1000 121

Figure 31 illustrates the strain evolution for the three different cases. It is noticed a delayed
variation in the strain-rate values with longer periods of impact and also the equivalent effect on the
strain frequency spectrum, Figures 32 and 33. The main working strain frequency range is evenly
increased for bigger droplets (4–6 mm. in diameter) in the periods of time closer to the impact and the
reflections with values from 1 MHz, to 3–7 MHz for Cases 2 and 3.
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3.6. Influence of Droplet Impact Velocity Variations

In this section, the strain-stress analysis intends the consequence of a difference on the droplet
impact velocity over the reference case for the testing coupon. Three cases of study are related with
variations of the given parameter multiplying its value by 1, 0.6 and 1.4 for Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively
as shown in Table 6. It is important to note that a maximum impact velocity in operational conditions
of wind turbine blades (only in offshore fields) should be defined around 170 m/s.

Table 6. Modelling input data for variation cases in droplet impact velocity and considering semi-infinite
substrates, hs > 2d Cs

CL
.

Test Impact
Comparison_4
Case Analysis

Material Modulus E
(Pa)

Speed of
Sound C

(m/s)

Droplet
Diameter

(µm)

Impact Velocity
Specimen
Vcenter

(m/s)

Case 1
Water droplet

2.19 × 109 1480.00 2000 121
Case 2 2.19 × 109 1480.00 2000 0.6 × 121
Case 3 2.19 × 109 1480.00 2000 1.4 × 121

Figure 34 clarifies the direct related variation in the strain-rate values with the impact velocity for
the three different cases. The corresponding influence on the strain frequency spectrum is depicted in
Figures 35 and 36. The principal working strain frequency range is evenly distributed in the periods of
time closer to the impact with values from 1 to 7 MHz for Cases 2 and 3, pointing out an important
influence of the impact velocity with the frequency range during impact event.
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4. Conclusions

Numerical and analytical models have been used in this work as a tool to analyze coating LEP
wear surface erosion performance. The modelling description offers a guidance in the analysis based
on the material fundamental properties. It is required for a complete analysis to define criteria for
identifying suitable acoustical matching of LEP coating and composite substrate interfaces.

Complex material models are considered to observe the highly transient material behavior during
waterdrop collisions that require to define the range of frequency of its data set to account for strain
rate dependence. The simplified single droplet impact modelling developed in this work has been
implemented and its capabilities assessed. The simulated analysis pondering different operational and
configuration cases used in industry has been discussed in detail and limits the working frequency
in a range of 0.5–7 MHz. The analysis has been developed assuming constant values of mechanical
properties during the impact event in order to imitate the Springer modelling assumptions. The upper
limit of 5 MHz allows one to consider a conservative constant value for the appropriate measurement
of the material impedance providing a limit on the stiffness variation of the viscoelastic response of the
selected material. Then, a procedure for the measurement of acoustic impedance with a time-of-flight
technique of a thin viscoelastic layer using a planar ultrasonic transducer for the frequency regime
of interest can be developed. Details of such developments are reported by the authors in linked
research [20].
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The material impedance characterization may be obtained at the appropriate Ultrasound frequency
testing for the erosion performance modelling input data to avoid lack of accuracy. The computational
tool presented would allow one to define erosion performance estimators depending on the relative
acoustic impedance of liquid, coating and substrate materials definition reducing the Rain Erosion
Testing campaigns to evaluate the rain erosion resistance of selected top-coating systems.
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